Episode 103 – Run of the Roost

1. What is the location for this segment of America’s Heartland ____________________________.
   (city or town)
   __________________________________________
   (state)

2. This producer believes that if a hen has ____________________________ she will
   __________________________________________

3. The kind of hens they produce are ____________________________. There are
   ____________________________ hens and they produce at about ____________________________ percent of total production. This means that
   ____________________________ eggs are produced daily.

4. The owner first produced eggs in ____________________________ in the 1960s. When he
   moved back to Massachusetts he decided to make his operation ____________________________

5. After the hens lay the eggs and they are collected, the eggs are ____________________________, screened
   for ____________________________, and ____________________________.

6. Egg sizes are ____________________________, ____________________________,
   ____________________________, and ____________________________.

7. After they are sorted for size they are packaged and ____________________________
   ____________________________

8. These eggs will cost ____________________________.
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